
achievement with that of peers.Assessment of individual achievement in the form of end-
of-unit tests, letter grades, and large-scale assessments is called summative assessment;
some happen in the context of the classroom and some are delivered as large-scale as-
sessments.More and more,high-stakes assessments are used to make important decisions
regarding student advancement to the next grade level and graduation from high school.
They are also used to determine which students or schools receive special services (such
as gifted programs, special education programs, and tutoring services), evaluate teachers
and administrators (and sometimes determine how they are paid), determine how re-
sources are allocated to schools,and determine whether schools get rewards or sanctions
from the state (Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001).

Assessment used to improve curriculum and instruction determines what knowledge
and skills children bring to science lessons and identifies what students know and can do
following instruction. Scenarios 2 and 3 both used assessment to help guide and improve
instruction. Assessment for this purpose is matched to instruction and conveys expecta-
tions to students and their parents in a way that motivates and helps students to learn. As-
sessment used in this manner also assists teachers in making decisions about what
instruction has not been effective and how it should be modified. This type of assessment
is an ongoing process that occurs during as well as after project-based science instruction
and helps students, teachers, and parents monitor individual students’ learning. Portfolio
Activity 8.2 examines teachers’ views of and beliefs about instruction and assessment.

Large-Scale and High-Stakes Assessment

Assessment is a fervent topic in education today, and it is scrutinized at the public level
and within our educational system. At the public level, it seems that we face almost daily

Portfolio Activity 8.1 WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT?

Materials Needed:
• Pencil and paper or a computer

A. Think about why we assess students. What do you
think is the purpose of assessment? On a sheet of pa-
per or on a computer, make three columns. Label the
first column Know, label the second column Want to
know, and label the third column Learned (Ogle,
1986). Take a few moments to list in the first column
as many things as you know about why we assess
students.

B. Interview a classmate to see why he or she thinks we
assess students. How does his or her viewpoint com-
pare with yours? Find another classmate (or a
teacher) with a different viewpoint. Compare and con-
trast these two colleagues’ ideas about assessment.

C. Interview an elementary or middle grade student
(preferably a student in grade four, five, six, or higher
in which testing becomes more frequent) and ask the
student why he or she is assessed or tested in school.
How does the student’s view of assessment compare
with the teacher’s? With yours?

D. After conducting these interviews, list as many things
in the second column that you can think of that you
want to know about assessment. At the end of the
next chapter, you will assess your own learning by
filling in the third column with what you have learned
about assessment (see Portfolio Activity 9.9).

E. Place your ideas in your portfolio.
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Key Idea

Assessment is a key
component of pro-
ject-based science
because it helps
measure whether
students learned,
and it helps teach-
ers make decisions
about instruction.
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